
The Software Architecture of DBLEARNColin Carter, Howard J. Hamilton� and Nick CerconeDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of ReginaRegina, Sask., Canada S4S 0A2fcarter,hamilton,nickg@cs.uregina.caJanuary 31, 1994AbstractThe structure of DBLEARN is described and some improvements to its designand functionality are proposed. DBLEARN is a knowledge discovery from databasesprogram that uses attribute oriented generalization guided by concept hierarchies.DBLEARN consists of �ve modules: the user interface, the command module, thedatabase module, the concept hierarchy module, and the learning module. Each ofthese are described as to the function they perform, what input they require and out-put they produce. Detailed suggestions for improvements to four of the modules arealso presented.1 IntroductionKnowledge discovery from databases is the automated extraction of useful and interesting,implicit information from large bodies of diverse data stored in databases. This informa-tion is implicit in that it is contained in the data, but it is hidden by a preponderance ofoverly speci�c data. One primary method of extracting the information is by generalizingspeci�c data values into more general concepts. The primary objectives of such discov-ery is to produce new non-trivial information that is understandable, accurate and useful[Frawley et al., 1992].DBLEARN is a machine learning program which implements attribute oriented general-ization using concept hierarchies [Han et al., 1992, Han et al., 1993]. A prototype implemen-tation was made available to us by Jiawei Han of Simon Fraser University. Wemodi�ed and tosome extent redesigned this prototype to produce the version of DBLEARN described in thispaper. For details on changes made to improve e�ciency, see [Carter and Hamilton, 1994].Attribute oriented generalization seeks to transform diverse data stored in databaserelations into more general and useful information on an attribute by attribute basis�Supported by Natural Sciences Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) Research GrantOPG0121504, 1



[Cai et al., 1991]. Generalization is accomplished by replacing the speci�c attribute datavalues of each tuple with more and more general concepts. In this way, the number ofdistinct values of each attribute is reduced as related values are grouped into more generalconcepts. Many tuples then become redundant as the information they contain becomesidentical to other tuples. These redundancies are eliminated by removing all but one of theidentical tuples. This generalization continues until an acceptable level of information isattained.The generalization is guided by concept hierarchies associated with each attribute ofthe relation to be generalized. A concept hierarchy is a tree structure de�ned by a domainexpert that provides a hierarchical taxonomy of concepts ranging from a single most generalconcept at the root of the tree to some representation of all possible attribute values at theleaves. Concepts are formed by grouping related attribute values together and representingall members of this set or range by a single symbol. These symbols in turn may be groupedinto more general concepts which are again represented by another unique symbol. Thisgrouping continues until the most general concept, called ANY, is reached.The generalization process is limited by the speci�cation of two tunable threshold val-ues, the attribute threshold and the table threshold. The attribute threshold speci�es themaximum number of distinct values of any attribute that may exist in the �nal generalizedrelation. Generalization proceeds �rst by reducing the number of distinct values of attributesto less than or equal to the attribute threshold. Duplicate tuples are then removed. Theresulting relation is called the prime relation. The table threshold speci�es the maximumnumber of tuples that may exist in the �nal generalized relation. If the number of tuples inthe prime relation exceeds the table threshold, then further generalization must take place.This is accomplished by choosing an attribute by some method, generalizing it another level,and then removing duplicates. This process iterates until the number of tuples is no morethan the table threshold.The result of generalization, therefore, is a relation with a limited number of tuples con-taining much more general, summarized information than was in the original ungeneralizedrelation. Each tuple in this relation represents a class of the original tuples. Any of thetuples that were generalized into this �nal tuple are speci�c members of this class.This generalization procedure is used to accomplish two types of learning tasks, character-istic learning tasks and classi�cation or discriminate learning tasks. Characteristic learningtasks operate on one set of data and seek to discover interesting relationships between at-tributes of a relation. An example might be the relationship between the amount of moneya researcher is granted and the area of study in which the researcher is working. Anotherexample might be the relationship between observed symptoms and a disease. Classi�cationor discriminate learning tasks operate on two sets of data and seek to determine interestingdistinctions between the characteristics of the concepts represented in each. An examplemight be the amounts of money granted to researcher in one �eld compared to the amountsof money granted researchers in a di�erent �eld. Another example might be symptoms thatdistinguish one disease from another. These two types of learning tasks are the primaryfunctions of DBLEARN.At least four versions of DBLEARN are currently being used or developed, three inacademic institutions and one in a commercial setting. The version running at the Universityof Regina has been ported to an IBM compatible 80386 microcomputer running on OS/22



Figure 1: DBLEARN Componentsversion 2.1. It uses IBM's DB2/2 database, a port of their mainframe relational databaseproduct. It is written in C using IBM's CSetPlus compiler. It has two user interfaces, acommand line interface developed with UNIX's lex and yacc compilers, and a prototypicalOS/2 Presentation Manager graphical user interface.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the archi-tecture of DBLEARN in some detail as it is and as it should be. In Section 3, we suggestsome enhancements that might be incorporated into its general design and implementation.Finally in Section 4, we present conclusions. In the Endnotes section at the end of the paper,we identify speci�c discrepancies between our software architecture for DBLEARN and thecurrent implementation.2 The Architecture of DBLEARNAs shown in Figure 1, DBLEARN consists of the following components:1. User Interface Module2. Command Module3. Database Access Module4. Concept Hierarchy Module5. Learning ModuleThe user interface module is the primary communication medium between the user and theprogram as a whole. It handles all input, passing user requests to the command module3



Figure 2: Interaction with the User Interface Moduleand receiving back information to be displayed. The command module in turn controls themajority of internal program direction. It receives its direction from the user interface androutes the requests to the appropriate module for processing. The command module commu-nicates with the database module to gain information about available database objects, andit initializes the learning task query to the database. It also directs the concept hierarchymodule to build the concept hierarchies and directs the translation of high level learningrequests into low level SQL queries. When all relevant task information has been set bythe user interface, the command module starts the generalization process with a call to thelearning module. This module is the heart of the generalization process. After activationby the command module, the learning module interacts with both the database module toretrieve data and the concept hierarchy module to gain generalization information to re-duce the database relations to informational size. These results are passed back through thecommand module and then to the user through the user interface module.An attempt has been made in this design to make these �ve units as distinct and separatefrom each other as possible. The current version of DBLEARN achieves this modularity to agreat extent. For the most part, this paper will describe the design as it should be, noting inthe Endnotes where discrepancies occur in the current actual version. Each of the moduleswill now be described in greater detail.2.1 The User InterfaceThe primary purpose of the user interface is to provide a way for the user to easily initiatelearning tasks and set and access information about all aspects of this process. It shouldalso allow interaction between the user and the various modules of the program to correcterror conditions and give direction as needed. These and other features are described in thissection.The interaction between the user interface module and the command module are shownin Figure 2. The user communicates with the interface through the keyboard at least. Ifa graphical interface is available, the mouse will also be a primary input tool. In additionthe user may use I/O redirection to obtain input from a �le. All user requests are routed to4



the command module for direction to other modules for handling. These other modules willcarry out the request from the user and return some sort of structure or error condition tothe command module. The command module will return these to the user interface. It isthe user interface's responsibility to handle all display or output of results and interactionwith the user to correct error conditions.1There are two interfaces available at the current time, a command line interface and aprototypical graphical user interface developed under OS/2's Presentation Manager. Thesetwo interfaces will now be described and analyzed to some extent.2.1.1 Command Line InterfaceThe primary current interface in use is a command line style interactive interface. It hasbeen created using UNIX's lex and yacc programs. All information and feedback is enteredin a simple text based screen, and therefore is available to any computer with an ASCIIinterface. The yacc interface has been described in [Huang and Cai, 1993]; here, we simplymention some modi�cations.In the original program, all information for a learning task is de�ned in one large syntacticunit. That is, the individual units of information needed for de�ning the task are speci�edin a prede�ned and restricted order as a part of one large task de�nition paragraph. If theuser accidentally enters a syntactic error in a latter part of the task de�nition entry, such asmisspelling a keyword, the whole process must be started again. This is very frustrating tothe user.In the current version, the task de�nition process is broken down into much smaller parts,each of which establish a current default for the various parts until changed. For example,the set command sets any of four threshold values; e.g.,set attribute threshold <number>sets the value of the attribute threshold in the task information structure and returns.Similarly, all other individual pieces of information that the command module providesfunctions for setting can be set in a similar fashion. Those that perform the construction ofsome data structure, such as the speci�cation of a concept hierarchy �le, build the structureright away so that error conditions can be corrected immediately. When the learning taskis completed, the values remain set and only those that need changing for a subsequenttask need to be speci�ed. For example, after completing a task, the attribute threshold canbe adjusted, the start command issued, and the same task would be repeated with thesechanges.In the modi�ed program, commands are provided to ask queries about the databases.For example, the command \what databases" returns a list of current databases knownby the DBMS. Similarly, the command \what tables" returns a list of tables that existin the current connected database, and \what attributes for <table name>" returns theattributes de�ned for a given table. There is also provision for retrieving information aboutthe schema of a given table.2Finally, the current yacc interface does not use the command module structure describedin this paper. The information needed to initiate a learning task is de�ned and then savedto a �le which the learning module opens and reads to gain the information it needs. The5



learning module itself then directs most of the activity that this paper describes as theresponsibility of the command module.2.1.2 Prototypical Graphical InterfaceAs an alternate to the yacc interface, a prototypical graphical user interface (GUI) hasbeen developed under OS/2's Presentation Manager. It is an interface which uses many ofthe standard graphical entry and feedback mechanisms now common in many GUI's suchas Microsoft Windows. It is written is C++ using IBM's CSetPlus compiler. The mainwindows and dialogs were designed using the dialog editor provided with the Programmer'sToolkit that IBM bundles with their compiler.The primary input structure in this interface is a task de�nition dialog window whichhas a number of di�erent input objects used to set various speci�cations of a learning task.This input structure and the functions it provides are the primary focus of the followingdiscussion.Dynamically Retrieved Information A signi�cant advantage of the graphical interfaceis that it dynamically provides much of the information needed for specifying a learning task.This saves the user from having to remember such things as the precise names of databases,relations and attributes. When the GUI is started, the database manager (DBMS) systemtables are queried for all de�ned databases. These are presented to the user in a drop downlist box3 for selection of the desired database. That database is then connected, and theDBMS system tables are again queried for all de�ned tables and views in this database.These are presented to the user in a pop-up multi-select list box.4 The user is then able toselect as many tables as are relevant for the learning task. A click on an OK button signalsthe end of table selection. The selected items are then entered into a plain scrollable textbox so the user can see only which tables were selected. If the user selects only one, it isentered into this list in an unmodi�ed form. If more than one table is selected, a correlationname5 is automatically added to each table name to make the construction of queries easierat a later time.Next the database's system tables are again queried for all de�ned attributes of thetables that were selected. These attributes are presented to the user in another pop-up,multi-select list box, and the user chooses a subset of attributes that are to be in the relationto be generalized. These are similarly entered into a plain list box in the main dialog windowso the user can see which ones have been selected.This information is not set permanently for the current learning task, but may be changedat any time by clicking on the drop down symbol of the database list or one of two pushbuttons6 associated with the relations or attributes lists.Setting General Learning Task Parameters When the user has been guided throughthese steps to select the database, tables and attributes relevant to the learning task, he orshe may now specify the rest of the information needed to initiate a learning task.The task type, characteristic or discriminate, may be selected from a two item dropdown list box, with the user's choice being the only one to remain visible after selection.The choice of this task type also determines what further options are available to the user.6



If a discriminate task is chosen, then the area of the main task de�nition dialog window forde�ning a contrast predicate is activated and made available for input. If a characteristictask is chosen, these areas are deactivated so that input is not possible. This saves theinexperienced user from specifying unneeded information.The concept hierarchy �les may be selected from a multi-select, browsable �le list7 whena \Set Hierarchies" button is pressed. This frees the user from having to remember theprecise name and directory of hierarchy �les. The subset of attributes that the user desiresprop amounts for may also be selected when a \Set Prop" button is pressed. A list of allnumeric attributes is presented to the user8 and as many as are desired may be selected.These are marked with a 'p' in the attributes list box so the user has an easy way of tellinghow many props are speci�ed. A special check box9 is also available for the prop(votes)function.The attribute and table thresholds may also be set by clicking in one of two simpletext entry boxes.10 The text in these boxes is preset to the threshold defaults of 10 and 5for table and attribute thresholds respectively, but any valid integer may be entered. Thesystem veri�es that user's entry is a valid number and pops up an information box to signalerroneous input.The titles of the target and contrast relations may also be set in simple text entry boxes.The contrast relation title box will not be activated if a characteristic task type is selectedas the current task type.Finally, the target predicate and contrast predicate if needed can be entered in largereditable text entry boxes. The predicates may be entered in normal DBLEARN syntax inthese areas. This is basically a minimal patch until a more powerful graphical query de�nercan be devised. The current syntax of DBLEARN predicates is restricted enough that theuser could be guided through the de�nition of queries by being presented with dynamicallydetermined choices for each step.One additional option is available to control the amount of information output by thesystem. A \Debug" button may be pressed to present a pop-up menu with two choices -intermediate output or �nal output only. The intermediate option causes such things as thehigh and low level queries, and the prime relation as well as the �nal generalized relationto be printed on the output stream. The �nal output only selection causes only the �nalgeneralized relation to be output.When the user has de�ned all information for a learning task, the generalization processmay be initiated by clicking an \OK" button. This sets in action the retrieval of databaseinformation, the building of concept hierarchies and the generalization process.11 The taskde�nition dialog disappears and a simple editor window appears into which the results ofthe learning task are entered.12 The results may be saved to �le from this window or printedas the user desires.13Limitations of the Current Prototype As was already mentioned, the predicate de�-nition is still accomplished by simply typing the predicate in. A more powerful guided querybuilder should be written for this.There is also no features currently available for displaying information about concepthierarchies or relation schemas. There should be some way of displaying arbitrarily speci�edconcept hierarchies from a speci�ed �le. 7



Figure 3: Interaction with the Database Access ModuleIn spite of these limitations, the graphical user interface shows great promise. De�ning alearning task is much easier in this environment than the yacc command line interface, andthe potential for user assistance is query building is much greater.2.2 The Command ModuleThe command module is the primary controller of communication between various modulesof the DBLEARN system. As we have seen, it receives requests from the user interface toset various parameters of the learning task or gain information about available structures.The command module also interfaces to the other three modules, the database module, theconcept hierarchy module and the learning module to control most other aspects of programoperation. It interfaces to the database system to get information about available databases,tables and attributes. It controls the loading of concept hierarchies. It initiates learningtasks and receives and relays interaction requests from the learning module as generalizationprogresses. It then returns the results of all of these to the user interface for display. Thecommand module will be described in terms of its interaction with the database module, theconcept hierarchy module and the learning module, and other miscellaneous functions thatit performs.2.2.1 Command Module's Interaction with the Database ModuleAs shown in Figure 3 The command module performs various functions with regard to thedatabase module. The primary responsibility of the database module is to provide one or tworelations to be generalized for characteristic or discriminate tasks. The command moduleprovides functions necessary to build these. This includes starting the DBMS if necessary,retrieving information about the current database objects, connecting to speci�c databases,retrieving more detailed information about the current connected database, and buildingand initiating the actual queries for target and contrast relation retrieval.Starts DBMS if Necessary On some systems, the DBMS may not be running whenDBLEARN is started. In this case the command module provides a function to start thetarget DBMS as a background process. In some installations, this will be unnecessary inthat the DBMS is running constantly as an essential part of the organization.8



When the DBMS is running, the current user of DBLEARN needs to be logged onto thesystem. DBLEARN cannot be used to circumvent database security and so every user mustaccess the DBMS according to his or her own security level. Success or error codes signalthe results of these operations.Retrieves General Database Information The user may not remember the speci�cnames of database objects that he or she wishes to access, but the commandmodule providesfunctionality to access this information. It allows for the querying of the database systemtables to �nd out what databases are available, what tables or views are available in aspeci�c database and what attributes are available in a speci�c table or view. The namesare returned as lists of strings. This allows the user interface to provide this information tothe user to guide the task de�nition process.Connects to a Database After the user interface has been provided with what databasesare available, the command module may be requested to connect with a speci�c database.Only one database may be current at a given time. The connect command establishes thatdatabase as the current database until a subsequent connection is established or the connec-tion is broken through an explicit disconnect or through some exceptional error condition.Retrieves Relation Schemas When a connection has been established, the user maywant to know more speci�c information about the tables or view that are available. Thecommand unit is able to query the database for schema information about any available tableor view. The result is returned in a structure which can be passed to the user interface fordisplay.14 This will enable the user to review what options are available for task de�nition.Initializes the Retrieval of Target and Contrast Relations One of the major inputsto the learning task is a relation or set of two relations to generalize. It is the commandmodule's responsibility to guide the building of the necessary query to extract these relationsand to interface to the database module to initialize the query to retrieve tuples for thelearning module.The command module provides functions to accomplish the various steps of this proce-dure. These begin with specifying the database tables or views from which the target andcontrast relations will be extracted. Then the attributes of these tables which will be in therelations to be generalized can be speci�ed. The target and contrast predicates must also beconstructed.These predicates delineate more precisely what subset of data is desired from the tablesto be queried. This subset of database data may be described in terms of high level conceptsrather than low level, speci�c attribute values. The high level concepts must match conceptsthat are de�ned in the concept hierarchy tree for the attribute to which they pertain. Theconcepts will be then translated by a call to the concept hierarchy module into more speci�cvalues relevant to the actual data.From these various parts, the tables, attributes and predicates, one or two SQL queriesare constructed and passed to the database module for initialization. The initializationprocess checks whether each query is valid and sets up the database to retrieve tuples.15 If9



any error occurs, this will be signalled to the user through the user interface and correctivemeasures can be taken.162.2.2 Command Module's Interaction with the Concept Hierarchy ModuleThe primary functions of the command module's interactions with the concept hierarchyare to direct the loading of individual concept hierarchy trees, provide access to these treesso the user interface can display them, perform the translation from high level concepts tolow level database attribute values, and to adjust concept hierarchies based on statisticalinformation in database relations.17The user may specify a �le or set of �les from which concept hierarchies will be read. Itis the command module's responsibility to call the appropriate concept module function toload the proper hierarchy trees from these �les and to return to the interface any errors orconditions that need response. Only trees that refer to attributes in the join of the relationsof the current learning task need to be read, since only these attributes will be generalized.For this reason, the target relations need to be speci�ed before the concept hierarchies areread in. Error conditions will include ill-formed concept hierarchy de�nitions or missing treesfor a speci�ed attribute. There is also the possibility of two or more trees de�ned for thesame attribute. This could be handled by simply reading the �rst or last to be encountered,or the user could be asked which one to load. The return to the user would be code signallingsuccess or error.The concept hierarchy trees need to be available to the user interface for display. Asimple function which accepts an attribute name as an argument and returns a pointer tothe hierarchy tree for that attribute is all that is necessary here. The user interface couldthen display the concept in an appropriate manner.Eventually the user will specify a query that may include a predicate to extract infor-mation from the database for the target or contrast relation. This predicate may includehigh level concepts as part of the speci�cation for tuple extraction. These high level con-cepts need to be translated into values that are actually contained in the database, and thequery needs to be adjusted accordingly. It is the command module's responsibility to callthe appropriate concept functions to accomplish this when the user interface sets the targetor contrast predicate. The return could be a code signalling success or error. A separatefunction would provide access to the translated predicate which would return the SQL stringthat will be used to query the database.Finally the command module will provide the user interface with the ability to adjust aconcept hierarchy based on the statistical distribution of attribute values in a relation.182.2.3 Command Module's Interaction with the Learning ModuleThe command module is responsible for providing all inputs to the learning procedures.These inputs include the relation(s) to be generalized and the relevant concept hierarchiesneeded to generalize the attributes of these relations. There are also certain parametersthat speci�cally guide various aspects of the generalization process.19 As shown in Figure4, the command module provides functions for setting these parameters and for startingthe generalization process. The command module stores these parameters in a single task10



Figure 4: Interaction with the Learning Moduleinformation structure, the �elds of which are available through access functions.Learning Task Types A function is provided for setting the type of learning task.The two major task types are CHARACTERISTIC and DISCRIMINATE. The �rst willcause the extraction of one set of data for generalization, and the second will extract tworelations to be generalized and contrasted with each other. An additional task type neededis a FURTHER GENERALIZATION task which will guide the process of taking a primerelation to a �nal generalized relation.20Threshold Values Various threshold values guide the extent to which generalization iscarried out. Functions are provided to set each of these. The attribute threshold speci�esthe maximum number of distinct values of any attribute that may exist in the generalizedrelation. When generalization reaches this stage, the prime relation is the result.The table threshold speci�es the maximum number of tuples that may be in the �nalgeneralized relation. After the prime relation is achieved, if there are more tuples than thetable threshold, further generalization must be accomplished.Two noise thresholds are also necessary for eliminating exceptional cases from the gener-alized relations.21 In characteristic learning tasks, some of the tuples in the �nal relation mayonly represent a very small percentage of the original tuples in the ungeneralized relation.A t-threshold may be speci�ed to prune those tuples that represent, for example, less than�ve percent of original tuples, since this percentage of examples may be considered more asexceptional than the rule.In discriminate learning tasks, the target and contrast relations are �rst reduced to primerelations. An intersection of these is then performed and overlapping tuples (tuples thathave a duplicate in the other relation) are marked. Unmarked tuples in the target relationrepresent classes of tuples that are derived solely from the ungeneralized target relation.Marked tuples represent classes that are represented to some degree in both target andcontrast relations. The ratio of tuples represented by a class in the target relation comparedto the total tuples in that class in both the target and contrast relations can be quanti�ed as ad-weight for that class ([Han et al., 1993], p.36). The d-weight of unmarked, non-overlappingtuples is therefore 100%, since all examples of that class existed in the original target relation.11



A high d-weight signals that most of the examples in the class were derived from the targetclass with only a few exceptional cases from the contrast relation. A low d-weight signalsthat most of the examples of the class are in the contrast relation, and those in the targetrelation are exceptional. A medium d-weight carries very little information since the classis represented somewhat evenly in both relations. A d-threshold can be speci�ed to includein the �nal generalized relation of a discriminate task those tuples that represent a highpercentage of original tuples in both relations. A d-threshold set to 90%, therefore, wouldallow tuples with up to 10% exceptional cases in the contrast relation to still be included inthe �nal result.22Prop Values As generalization progresses, duplicate tuples are removed by the deletionof all but one of the duplicates. In this combining of tuples, there is a mechanism wherebythe values of selected numeric attributes can be accumulated. The value of this total for aselected attribute of a single remaining tuple, therefore, represents the sum of all originalattribute values that contributed to that tuple. When the �nal generalized relation has beenachieved, a total for each speci�ed numeric attribute is available for each tuple. From thesevalues, a grand total for each selected attribute in the relation can be calculated. For eachtuple, a ratio can now be calculated which represents how much an individual attribute'samount represents in proportion to the grand total for all tuples. This ratio is currentlyknown as a prop value, which is perhaps derived from \proportion."DBLEARN will calculate prop values for only those numeric attributes that the userselects. The command modules provides a function which takes as an argument a list ofattribute names and declares these as prop type attributes. When generalization is initiated,the appropriate totalling mechanism will be activated for these.There is a special prop value which can be requested by the user which performs a slightlydi�erent task. When duplicate tuple removal is in progress, a total of the number of tupleswhich contribute to a more general tuple is tracked as a vote amount. A �nal tuple's votecount represents the total number of original tuples that are represented by that generalizedtuple. A proportion of a tuple's votes in relation to the total number of votes in the wholerelation may be calculated and displayed with �nal generalized relation. This prop valuerepresents the percentage of original tuples which are covered by the generalized tuple. Afunction of the command module is provided to signal the inclusion of this votes prop in thegeneralized relation.23Task Initiation and Feedback When all information needed by a learning task has eitherbeen de�ned or is covered by some default value, the learning task itself may be initiated.The �rst stage of this is the generalization of the target relation to the prime relation. If thecurrent task type is discriminate, the contrast relation will also be generalized. The commandmodule provides a simple start command which initiates this process and generalizes theinput relation to the attribute threshold. If errors occur, they are signalled by the commandmodule.24After initial generalization, an iterative process of further reduction must occur until the�nal generalized relation is attained.25 The user would need to be queried as to the desiredreduction method and the process continued until the table threshold is reached. As an12



option, the user could specify one reduction method for the rest of the generalization processand allow it to continue to completion. A copy of the prime relation should be saved sothat di�erent reduction strategies could be tried without having to repeat the �rst expensivestage of generalization.2.2.4 Command Module's Other FunctionsThe only other function that does not fall in the above categories is the quit command.26Both interfaces have a quit command, which disconnects the current database, the logs o�the user, and (for those systems where the DBMS was started by DBLEARN) removes theDBMS background process.2.3 Database ModuleThe database module provides all the functions for starting and accessing the DBMS, gaininginformation about database objects and querying to retrieve relations. These are writtenwith mixed C code and inline SQL statements. The inline statements are preprocessed by adatabase preprocessor which translates them into C database function calls.2.3.1 Database ConnectionAs mentioned above, some DBLEARN implementations may run on machines where theDBMS is not running constantly. Where this is the case, the DBMS must be started asa background process. A part of this start-up procedure is the log-on procedure whichestablishes the current user's security level and database access privileges.27 In addition aspeci�c database must be connected. Functions are provided by the database module toaccomplish all these tasks.2.3.2 General Information FeedbackThe database module also provides functions to gain information about available databaseobjects. These include what databases are available and what tables and views are de-�ned for these databases. Functions are also provided for gaining access to relevant schemainformation about the currently available tables, especially attribute names and types.2.3.3 Relation RetrievalThe database module also contains functions for establishing queries and retrieving tuplesfrom the resultant relation. Only one query may be current at a time, and this is establishedby passing a SQL string to a function which initializes the database to retrieve tuples fromthe resulting relation. After that, tuples may be retrieved one at a time until the databasesignals that no more are available. 13



2.4 Concept Hierarchy ModuleThe concept hierarchy module is primarily responsible for building the concept hierarchytrees, translating queries involving high level concepts into low level SQL queries, and pro-viding the matching of attribute values with concepts in the hierarchy trees.2.4.1 Concept Hierarchy Tree ConstructionThe internal concept hierarchy tree data structures are constructed from information spec-i�ed in concept de�nition �les. Before the user initiates a learning task, one or more �lesmay be passed to the concept module for loading. If none are speci�ed, a default �le, calledconcept is read from the current directory. In addition, a list of attributes is available whichspeci�es what attributes will be in the full join of the relations to be generalized. Only thosetrees corresponding to these attributes need be read in from the concept �les.The de�nition of concept hierarchies requires that the leaf nodes of the trees represent allpossible values that may be encountered in the relation to be generalized. These attributevalues may be of two types, range or non-range. Range values are values that can inher-ently be divided into ranges bounded by lower and upper bounds. Range values include allnumbers, dates and times. The notation x~y denotes a range value with a lower bound ofx and an upper bound of y, such that for any z 2 x~y; x � z < y. In this way, attributevalues with potentially limitless distinct values can be compactly represented in the concepthierarchy tree.On the other hand, non-range values are all strings and alpha-numeric codes or rangetypes which contain only a �nite, limited set of distinct values that have no inherent orderingand therefore need to be individually speci�ed. Since non-range values represent limited setsof distinct values, the concept hierarchy trees can have the actual attribute values as leaves.The leaf nodes are arranged into related groups and these groups are represented by asingle more general symbol. These higher level symbols are in turn grouped into yet moregeneral concepts which are in turn represented by a higher level symbol. This generalizationof concepts continues until the highest, most general concept \ANY" is reached at the root ofthe tree.The concept hierarchy is not required to be a balanced tree. The user is free to de�nea tree with whatever structure is desired, placing some leaf values on the same logical levelas other non-leaf, generalized concepts. The learning module has been adjusted to properlyhandle such tree con�gurations.The function that builds this concept hierarchy tree, then, attaches it to a hierarchypointer in the list of attributes built by the schema submodule of the concept hierarchymodule and it becomes available to other modules.2.4.2 High Level Concept TranslationDBLEARN is designed so that extraction of data from the database may be accomplishedby expressing queries in terms of high level concepts in the concept hierarchy tree. Since thetree's leaf nodes represent all the possible values that may be encountered in the data, highlevel concepts can be translated into low level speci�cs by descending the tree from a highernode and retrieving all the leaf values for comparison against the database.14



For range values, a predicate such as:where discipline_code = "Computer"might be translated into:28where (discipline_code >= 23000 AND discipline_code < 23500) OR(discipline_code >= 23500 AND discipline_code < 24000) OR(discipline_code >= 24000 AND discipline_code < 24500) OR(discipline_code >= 24500 AND discipline_code < 25000)which is simply a concatenation of leaf values under the concept Computer. For non rangevalues, a predicate such as:where province = "Prairies"might be translated into:where province = "Alberta" ORprovince = "Saskatchewan" ORprovince = "Manitoba"When the user has entered the predicates for the target and contrast relations, these arepassed by the command module to the concept module and this translation is accomplished.Errors may be signalled for syntactically incorrect predicates or concepts which are not foundin the concept hierarchy tree.292.4.3 Attribute Value MatchingWhen tuples are read in from the database module, they are initially stored in a DBLEARNrelation structure. The current version reads in the whole relation to be generalized andthen begins generalization.30 This makes it necessary to store the attribute values in a spacee�cient way. When generalization begins, the attribute values must be matched against theconcepts in the hierarchy tree so that more general concepts may be retrieved. Since the treewill need to be searched many times, it is necessary to perform this searching quickly. Boththese requirements are ful�lled indirectly through the way in which the concept hierarchyinformation is stored and built.Since the leaf nodes of the concept hierarchy tree represent all values that may be foundin the relation to be generalized, we know before any data is read from the database allpossible values that might be encountered. For non-range values, therefore, a hash tablecan be constructed in which one copy of each hierarchy symbol is stored with its stringrepresentation. A pointer back to the concept hierarchy represented by this symbol can alsobe stored in this table. All attribute values read from the database, therefore, can also behashed and stored as references to this table. In actuality, attribute values are hashed intothe table, the matching concept is retrieved, and the attribute values are stored as pointersto the actual concepts they match. This gives instant access to generalization informationwhen needed. 15



For range type values, the conceptual storage of the actual value can be used, for example,storing integers as integers. The concept hierarchy tree can have extra �elds de�ned to storethe inherent types for the upper and lower bounds of the range values. When the �rst roundof generalization is accomplished, the range values can be matched against these boundaryvalues. On the �rst level of generalization, all values, range or non-range are replaced byconcept symbols. Range values after generalization, therefore, can simply be replaced by apointer to a concept, just as other values.Since attribute values are stored as pointers to concepts, when it comes time to generalizean attribute, all that is needed is to access the attribute's concept and reset the attribute'svalue to the concept's parent in the hierarchy tree. No further searching of the tree isnecessary after the �rst initial setting of the attribute's value. This provides extremely fastgeneralization.In the duplicate removal stage, attribute values need to be compared against each other.Since they are stored as pointers into the concept hierarchy tree, all that is needed is adirect comparison of these pointers to ascertain whether two values are equal. Again this isa fast and e�cient method of comparison allowing the duplicate removal process to proceedquickly.When the user interface is called upon to print any relation, the concept structure containsa reference into the hash table where its string representation is stored. This link can beeasily followed to retrieve the needed string.2.5 Learning ModuleThe learning module contains the heart of the machine discovery process. Its primary inputsare the relation to be generalized, a set of concept hierarchy trees to guide the generalizationand a structure detailing parameters that a�ect the generalization procedures. All of theseelements have been described above. The primary steps in the learning process are initialgeneralization, duplicate removal, and further generalization. For characteristic learningtasks, the resultant generalized relation is the �nal product. For discriminate learning tasks,there will be two generalized relations which need to be compared to extract interestingdi�erences.2.5.1 Initial GeneralizationThe initial generalization process simply involves iterating through each attribute of theinput relation, replacing each attribute value with a more general concept and tracking thenumber of distinct values of attributes that remain after each iteration. When the numberof distinct values of every attributes falls within the range of the attribute threshold, thisstage of generalization ceases.As has been mentioned, the attributes are stored as pointers to concepts and so the actualreplacement of a value with a more general concept is fast and easy. One issue that needsaddressing, however, is how to handle unbalanced trees.A leaf node may not exist at the maximum depth of the tree when the tree is unbal-anced. A measure of its distance from the maximum, distance to max, may be calculatedby subtracting the node's depth from the maximum depth of the tree. For example, in16



Figure 5: Example Concept Hierarchy Treethe tree shown in Figure 5, the distance to max of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitobais 0, whereas B.C.'s is 1 and Ontario's is 2. As generalization progresses, the level of gen-eralization is tracked, with the �rst round being level 0. As attributes are accessed, if thegeneralization level is greater than or equal to the corresponding node's distance to max, thenode is generalized. Otherwise it is not. In the above tree, the three prairie provinces wouldbe generalized in the �rst round, B.C. and the Prairies in the second round, and Westernand Ontario on the third round.2.5.2 Duplicate RemovalWhen the attribute threshold has been reached for each attribute in the relation to begeneralized, there will likely be many duplicate rows in the resulting relation. These areremoved through a simple procedure. A new relation is created into which the �rst tuple ofthe generalized relation is copied. Then the rest of the tuples in the relation are compared tothe elements of this new relation. As each of the original tuples is read, if it does not matchany tuple in the new relation, it is added to it. If a tuple match is found, the vote count ofthe tuple in the new relation is increased by the vote amount of the duplicate. If any propvalues have been de�ned for any attribute in the relation, these values are also accumulatedin the new relation. The old tuple is then discarded.The result is the prime relation, a relation in which no attribute has more distinct valuesthan are allowed by the attribute threshold.2.5.3 Further GeneralizationIf the number of tuples in the prime relation is less than the table threshold, the generalizationprocess is complete. If not, further generalization must be accomplished. This generalizationprocess proceeds by choosing for generalization the attribute with the most distinct values.Alternate selection criteria are discussed in Section 3. After each round of further general-ization, duplicates are removed and another attribute is selected for generalization. When17



the total number of remaining tuples is less than or equal to the table threshold, automaticgeneralization ceases. If requested by the user, generalization is continued beyond the tablethreshold.2.5.4 T-threshold Noise ReductionDuring this generalization of the prime relation to the �nal relation, noisy, exceptional casesmay be removed from the generalized relation if a t-threshold has been speci�ed by the user(see Section 2.2.3).31 In the current version, when the total number of tuples falls belowtwice the table threshold, all tuples with a proportion of votes less than the t-threshold areremoved.322.5.5 Discriminate Task ReductionFor characteristic learning tasks, the process is complete at this point, but not for discrim-inate tasks. Two relations exist for discriminate tasks, the target and contrast relations.The purpose of the discriminate learning task is to �nd interesting distinctions between twosets of data. Any tuples, therefore, in the target and contrast relations that contain thesame information will not contribute to this goal and must be noted. The two relations aretherefore compared row for row and those which are the same are marked as non-distinct.These tuples will not be displayed in the �nal output.The only exception to this is if a d-threshold has been speci�ed (see Section 2.2.3). If ad-threshold has been speci�ed by the user, those marked tuples in the target relation thathave a vote percentage higher than the threshold value are displayed with the unmarkedtuples.The results of the learning procedure are stored as a pointer to the �nal generalizedrelation. This pointer may be accessed by the user through the command module for display.This concludes the overview of the architecture of DBLEARN and its methods of imple-menting the characteristic and discriminate learning algorithms. The following section willdescribe some possible changes to the system that might improve its design or add to itscapabilities.3 General Improvements to DBLEARNIn this section, we present a set of planned improvements to DBLEARN. The improvementsrelate to four of the �ve modules.3.1 Interface DevelopmentIn general, the responsibility for display should be completely relegated to the interfacemodules. All output should be extracted from the other modules, and the structures builtby these modules should be made available to the interfaces for specialized display.18



3.1.1 Command Line ExpansionAs long as the command line interface remains a part of the program, some changes to themethod of de�ning tasks should be made and some additional features should be added. Thediscrepancies between the discussion in the previous section and the actual implementation,which should all be updated, are not included below.Reuse of Task Results If a copy of the prime relation were kept from the completedlearning task, the second stage of generalization could be repeated with di�erent reductionstrategies.Reuse of Tasks The ability to save a task de�nition during a session and later read thatde�nition would be handy for repetitive activities. For example, from the command-line,one might enter:save myfilewhich would save the most recent task de�nition, including any applicable defaults, in thespeci�ed �le. Enteringread myfilewould cause the stored task to be read from the �le and executed. This would save on taskentry time and would reduce the chance of error. At present, the best one can do is storethe complete command-line input in a �le and run DBLEARN with input from that �le.3.1.2 Graphical User Interface DevelopmentThe initial needs of the graphical user interface are more tied to the structure of the com-mand and learning modules. Currently, the learning module handles most of the individualtasks that should be handled by the command module, such as building the concept hi-erarchy trees and initializing the database and schemas. In addition, the learning modulehandles the transition from initial generalization to further generalization. These shouldbe extracted to the command module level. This would solve the current problem of nointermediate communication between the learning module and the GUI. It would also makeerror correction easier for the command line interface.3.2 Database ModuleThe database module su�ers primarily from ine�ciency. Where DBMS's automatically op-timize queries, this may not be a major issue, but some DBMS's do not do this and theresults are blatantly noticeable. The primary problem is in the building of the databasequery. This is actually handled by the concept hierarchy module at the current time, but isincluded under this section since it is so database speci�c.19



3.2.1 Better Extraction of Generalized ConceptsWhen the user uses a high level concept to specify a subset of data to extract from thedatabase, this is currently built into complex, ine�cient queries. There should be better useof the IN function in a select statement. The high level predicate:where province = "Prairies"is currently translated into something like:where province = 'Alberta' ORprovince = 'Saskatchewan' ORprovince = 'Manitoba'It would be much more e�ciently and easily translated into:where province in ('Alberta', 'Saskatchewan', 'Manitoba')Similarly, the range value high level query:where discipline_code = "Computer"is currently translated into something like:where (discipline_code >= 23000 AND discipline_code < 23500) OR(discipline_code >= 23500 AND discipline_code < 24000) OR(discipline_code >= 24000 AND discipline_code < 24500) OR(discipline_code >= 24500 AND discipline_code < 25000)It would be much more e�ciently translated as:where (discipline_code >= 23000 AND discipline_code < 25000)Some additional information in the concept hierarchy trees would make this easier. If thelower and upper bound values of range values could be propagated up the tree as the tree isbeing built, then concept translation would be a simple matter.3.2.2 Better Ordering of JoinsMuch more important than this though is the ordering of queries. Where multiple tables arebeing joined to perform a query, the tables need to be reduced in size as much as possiblebefore the join. In one test query, reordering the table reduction before the join reducedthe time necessary for the query from over 30 hours for an incomplete result to just a fewminutes. The number of tuples in the query that DBLEARN built would have been over 45million. The number in the better ordered query was about 150,000. The table reductionsthat can be performed before a join can be detected by the type of argument to the right sideof a comparison operator. In DBLEARN syntax (and possibly in SQL), the left value of acomparison expression (such as \disc code = Computer") is an attribute name. Where theright side are also attribute names, these expressions must be applied after a join of somesort. All other comparisons can be applied to a single table to reduce the size of that tablebefore the join. 20



3.2.3 Earlier Deletion of Ungeneralizable AttributesIn the current version, the initial relations are read in and then generalized. When attributeoriented generalization is being performed, if one attribute does not have a concept hierarchyde�ned for it, it is deleted from the tables. This involves a fair amount of computationaltime. This should be detected before the relations are even read in and the initial queryadjusted even before the database is accessed to not even read the attribute in the �rst place.3.3 Concept Hierarchy Module3.3.1 More Conceptual Hierarchy De�nition File StructureThe structure of a concept hierarchy �le that is similar to how we display the concepthierarchy �les in text format would be powerful and easier to build. Multiple hierarchiescould still be de�ned in the same �le. The di�erent levels of the tree could be de�nedby tabbing in one tab space for each level of the tree. A symbol found on a line with notabbing would signal an attribute name and the beginning of a concept de�nition. Our �lefor province de�nition could look like:provinceWesternBritish ColumbiaPrairiesAlbertaSaskatchewanManitobaOntarioQuebecMaritimesNew BrunswickNova ScotiaPrince Edward IslandNewfoundlandThe ANY symbol is not required since every concept hierarchy has one. This would bemuch easier to de�ne than the current style which is error prone and hard to understand.3.3.2 Expansion of Range / Non-range ConceptsThe current de�nition of range values only includes numeric based attributes, but this is notconceptually as powerful as it could be. Dictionary entries and Dewey Decimal codes areexamples of strings or alpha-numeric codes that have range properties. Similarly, universitycourse numbers are numeric values but do not necessarily have the range property of inherentordering. If this understanding is adopted, the range type concept hierarchy trees would needto be explicitly declared as such, not detected on the basis of attribute type. This wouldrequire an addition to the concept �le de�nition structure.21



As mentioned above, where range values are de�ned for leaf nodes, it would be advanta-geous to propagate these values up the hierarchy tree so that every node has an upper andlower bound. This would make high level concept translation much easier.3.4 Learning ModuleWe have already mentioned the need to maintain a copy of the prime relation for reuse. Thiswould allow for experimentation by the user of di�erent further reduction strategies.The ability for the user to control the method of further generalization is also needed inthe learning module. Currently the only strategy used to choose the attribute to generalizeis the one with the most distinct values. Two alternate selection criteria are the highestreduction ration and lowest reduction ratio. The attribute with the highest reduction ratiois that attribute which, when generalized one level, would cause the table to be maximallyreduced in size. Conversely, the lowest reduction ratio corresponds to the the least reductionin size. As well, the user should be allowed to explicitly choose an attribute for furthergeneralization. In this case, the choices should be relayed to the user through the commandmodule and the user's choice returned.4 ConclusionThis paper has described DBLEARN and its architecture as it is and as it should be. Thecurrent version of DBLEARN is faster, easier to maintain, and easier to extend than theorginal prototype. The further reorganization of DBLEARN to match more closely thedesign given here should continue to increase the maintainability and extendibility of thesoftware. As well, the suggested improvements to the implementation of DBLEARN thatare given in Section 3 may further increase DBLEARN's overall usefulness.References[Cai et al., 1991] Cai, Y., Cercone, N., and Han, J. (1991). Attribute-oriented induction inrelational databases. In Knowledge Discovery in Databases, pages 213{228. AAAI/MITPress, Cambridge, MA.[Carter and Hamilton, 1994] Carter, C. and Hamilton, H. (1994). Performance improvementin the implementation of DBLEARN. Technical Report 94-5, Department of ComputerScience, University of Regina, Regina, Sask., Canada. 10 pages.[Frawley et al., 1992] Frawley, W., Piatetsky-Shapiro, G., and Metheus, C. (1992). Knowl-edge discovery in databases: An overview. AI Magazine, 13(3):57{70.[Han et al., 1992] Han, J., Cai, Y., and Cercone, N. (1992). Knowledge discovery indatabases: An attribute-oriented approach. In Proc. of 18th Int'l Conf. on Very LargeData Bases, Vancouver. 22



[Han et al., 1993] Han, J., Cai, Y., and Cercone, N. (1993). Data-driven discovery of quan-titative rules in relational databases. IEEE Trans. on Knowledge and Data Engineering,5(1):29{40.[Huang and Cai, 1993] Huang, Y. and Cai, Y. (1993). A tutorial on the DBLEARN system.School of Computing Science, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, B.C., Canada.Endnotes1. Currently, this modularity is not complete. Because DBLEARN was originally imple-mented for a command line interface with text screen output, much output to stdoutand stderr remains scattered in the code. This needs to be extracted and handled bythe user interface modules. All other modules should be rewritten to pass back datastructures from their tasks. It will be the interface's responsibility to do all displayin whatever form is available. This will make the task of updating the graphical userinterface to handle dynamic exchange with the learning component much easier.2. This is a documented feature of DBLEARN, but we have not veri�ed whether or notit works in the current version.3. A list box is a graphical box containing a list of entries, one of which may be selectedby keyboard entry or a mouse click. The selected item is then entered into a specialselection cell at the top of the box. A drop down list box appears at �rst to be just asingle text cell with a down arrow to the right of it. When the arrow is clicked with amouse, the box of entries drops down in a similar fashion to a drop down menu. Whenan item is selected, that item replaces the one in the selection cell and the drop downlist disappears.4. A standard list box may be single or multiple select. A single select list box allowsonly one entry to be selected at a time and is appropriate for a drop down style sincethe single selection may be displayed in the select cell that is left after the list boxdisappears. A multi-select list box allows as many entries to be selected as the userdesires, displaying selected items in reverse video. It is more appropriate to have atleast several lines of this type of list box displayed at all times, allowing the user to seewhich items are selected. If more items are anticipated than there is space for in thedisplay structure, the list may be scrollable. Scrollable list boxers have a scroll bar tothe right of the entries which allows the user to scroll up or down through the list in asimilar fashion to scrolling through a word processing document. A pop-up version ofthis is a dynamically created list box which allows the selection of a number of itemsand then when an OK button is clicked, the list box disappears.5. A correlation name is a short name or letter associated with a relation which replacesthe name of the relation in a subsequent where clause. For example, a query might beconstructed as follows:select amount, province from award, organizationwhere award.org_code = organization.org_code23



However, this involves more typing than the average user wants to do. Rather, corre-lation names 'a' and 'o' are added to the relation names award and organization andthe query is rewritten:select amount, province from award a, organization owhere a.org_code = o.org_codewhich is much more e�cient.6. A push button is a simple button shaped object which initiates a single action whenselected with a mouse.7. A browsable �le list is one where a lists of directories and �les are separately displayed.When a directory is double clicked, its subdirectories are displayed in the directory listand the �les in it are displayed in the �le list. In this way the directory structure maybe explored and �les located easily. A multi-select version allows any number of �lesto be selected, though at the current time it is limited to �les in the same directory. Itwould be useful for these �les to be scanned for the individual concept hierarchies thatthey contain. If only one hierarchy for each target attribute that has been selectedexists in the �le list, then they can be automatically loaded. If there happens to beany duplicates, a choice should be given to the user of which is to be loaded.8. Currently all attributes are presented, not just numeric ones.9. A check box is a simple boolean selector presented as a small box in which a checkappears when it is selected with a mouse. Subsequent selections toggle between checkedand unchecked states.10. A text entry box is a simple boxed area of the screen which when clicked allows editabletext entry.11. The concept hierarchies should be built and database query initialized as soon asthe information for them is de�ned. This would allow for better error checking andcorrection.12. The entry of the result into the text window is actually accomplished by a dirty patch.The window structures are not con�gurable to be able to receive input from stdout,but the DBLEARN currently sends all of its output to stdout. To get around this,stdout is redirected to a �le and then when the learning task was �nished, that �le isread into the text window.13. These features are not implemented yet, though the menu items for them are available.The methods available for the edit window object include saving and printing thecontents of the text area, so the functions would be easily added.14. Structure returns are not currently implemented. In the present version, the functionsthemselves are geared to the yacc interface and will simply print the information di-rectly to the output stream. However, if the general concept is followed of requesting24



information and receiving back a structure that is then passed to whatever user inter-face is available, this will make dynamic exchanges between various interfaces muchmore distinct, and the user interfaces more modular. The individual user interfacesthemselves would be fully responsible for all display and output issues.15. The relations themselves are not retrieved at this point even though the current versionretrieves the complete relation before generalization. Rather, the learning module isgiven the direct ability to retrieve the data one tuple at a time. This will facilitate theimplementation of \on the y" generalization at a later time.16. The query building phase is currently handled by the learning module after the com-plete task has been de�ned. This needs to be extracted since the input to a learningtask is not the information to build a relation for generalization, but the relation itself.This extraction would enable better error handling and less need for re-entry of in-formation from the command line interface especially. When the query of the currentyacc interface fails, the whole task must be retyped.17. These functions are currently not handled by the commandmodule, but by the learningmodule which directs all the loading of concept hierarchies and translation of high levelconcept to low level attribute values. These should be extracted from the learningmodule as they are not inherently part of the learning task, but one of the inputelements to them.18. We have not yet examined this function in adjust.c to determine how it works orwhat it really does. It is mentioned in [Huang and Cai, 1993].19. The current version also contains a function for controlling output level. The \set demo1" command will cause the output of intermediate information in various stages of thegeneralization process. This is needed since di�erent tasks handle their own output ofinformation. With this more modular design, however, the user interface is responsiblefor all display of information and has access to all the intermediate information thatis normally printed out as part of the expanded output function. The output of moreinformation is therefore a unitary function of the interface and not DBLEARN as awhole. As such, the output level can be set and handled by the interface alone withoutthe command module's intervention. Similarly, two titles are assigned to the targetand contrast relations. These are simply descriptive names to be used in the display ofthe results of generalization, and fall under the same type of category as the \demo"ag. These also can be handled by the interface module.20. Currently the learning procedure takes the learning process from start to �nish. Wepropose to divide this into two parts, the initial generalization to the prime relationwhere every attribute has been reduced to below the attribute threshold, and an it-erative further generalization where the prime relation is reduced to more and moregeneralized states until the �nal generalized relation is obtained. This will allow thenecessary communication between the learning module and the user interface, espe-cially the graphical user interface which cannot (and should not) be accessed from any25



module except the command module. Since the present version assumes the availabil-ity of stdout, the learning module handles its own interaction with the user, but thisviolates the modularity that we are trying to build into the system.21. Two variables in the current version, minor and major, correspond to the t-thresholdand d-threshold described by Han et al. ([Han et al., 1993], p. 37). These, however,are not settable except by hard coding a value into them. The variable minor is usedfor pruning low vote tuples, but major is not used at all.22. Currently no provision is included for d-thresholds. Only those tuples which represent100% of examples are included in the �nal generalized relation for discriminate tasks.23. In the current version, the prop votes amount is actually calculated dynamically whenthe relation is printed out by simply dividing the vote amount by the total numberof original tuples in the relation. This is a function beyond the scope of just printinga relation and might conceptually perhaps be better left to the generalization processwhich could set a �eld in a tuple structure to a percentage value.24. Errors might be de�ned as fatal occurrences that will not allow the generalizationprocess to proceed. This could be like a loss of database connection. A warning wouldsignal a non-fatal but unusual occurrence that the user should be aware of. This mightbe like a value being encountered in the initial relation for which there is no concepthierarchy de�ned. A strategy for responding to this condition must be devised. Onepossibility to signal these types of errors would be to build a linked list of returnstructures that note each exceptional non-fatal occurrence. The tuple that containedthe condition could then just be ignored for the time being.25. A variable could be set that speci�es the further reduction to proceed immediatelyusing a particular prede�ned reduction method. This would allow the whole task tobe unitary instead of iteratively interactive.26. A help command is documented in the yacc version, but it doesn't do anything.27. There are other more complex issues involved here concerning client / server connec-tions and multiple DBMS access. The current version, however, has not addressedthese issues.28. This of course could be more e�ciently be represented as:where discipline_code >= 23000 and discipline_code < 25000but this is not done in the current version. Some database optimization ideas will bepresented in Section 3.29. Currently no error checking is done.30. It would be much more e�cient to perform generalization on the y as tuples are readin. 26



31. D-thresholds are not implemented in the current version.32. This code is actually commented out right now.
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